
WALK 5 
Starts in Swan Lane, is about 3.5 miles (5.6km), takes 1.5 to 2 hours and uses 
SR393A, 393, 394, 595, 593, 594. Stiles 5. 
 
1. From Swan Lane, take Swan Lane Farm Drive (SR393A) on right of property 
named Winterbourne. Allotments on left. Go past farmyard, through two metal gates, 
follow fence on left, and through third gate. Bear right (SR393) to bridge over stream 
with kissing gate. Cross and immediately turn left, walking round 2 sides of field to 
stile in far left corner. 
 
2. Cross stile and continue right skirting edge of field to white house ahead, 
called Appledore. On reaching Appledore, use kissing gate to path bordering 
property and onto track. Continue along track. Pass through 2 gates and continue 
ahead to road. (Pootings to Four Elms). 
 
3. Turn right up hill. Opposite Medhurst, turn right onto drive (SR394) and 
through gate. Immediately after, turn left, go over stile and cross field diagonally to 
gate in far right corner. Through gate and pass through wire mesh gates then walk 
through field with line of trees and stream on left. A deer herd is located here. 
 
4. Cross footbridge on left by water trough, pass through another wire mesh 
gate, over bridge, and keep straight ahead.  Go past first gate and at second exit on 
left, over footbridge and enter Broxham Wood (SR394). Follow path through wood to 
another footbridge. Cross and turn left, keeping Broxham Oast (private property) on 
right. Keep close to hedge and follow path. On reaching tarmac drive, turn left 
passing site of Broxham Manor and moat. A well restored moat on which stood a 
manor house in the 13th century, Broxham Manor was burned twice and then rebuilt 
on the right in the 18th century as the original site was believed to be unlucky. 
 
5. Turn right at T junction (SR595). Almost immediately turn left through gap in 
fence. Follow path (SR593) over a stile, continue straight alongside hedge. Pass a 
pond on left, hidden by trees. Turn right before gap, follow path to corner keeping 
trees on left and through gap in hedge.  Cross field, keeping to left of power poles. 
 
6. Walk through copse to footbridge over stream. Bear diagonally right across 
field to pond on right, hidden by trees. Over stile, turn immediately right (SR594), 
keeping hedge on right, to footbridge. Continue straight ahead to stile leading to 
wood, and through wood to gate. 
 

7. Go through gate and turn left (SR595) keeping line of trees and pond to left. 
Follow path downhill to kissing gate and footbridge. Retrace original route in 
reverse. Cross bridge, follow path to gate on left, through gate rejoining SR393A, 
keep to right of field, through 2 further gates, past farm buildings and return along 
drive to Swan Lane. 


